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By Mr. Buczko of Salem, (by request), petition of John Beresford Hatch for the

adoption of resolutions memorializing the government of the United States for
redress of certain grievances by reason of the illegal arrest, jailing and execution of
persons suspected of witchcraft in the years 1692 and 1693. Constitutional Law.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty.

Resolutions praying that the government of the united
STATES BE MEMORIALIZED BY THE GENERAL COURT OF MASSACHU-

SETTS FOR REDRESS Of CERTAIN HISTORICAL GRIEVANCES.

Whereas, In the years of our Lord, sixteen hundred and ninety-
two and sixteen hundred and ninety-three, some seven hundred
honest, respectable and law-abiding citizens and inhabitants of
Salem and other Essex county communities were wantonly accused,
publicly humiliated, and insultingly examined for allegedly com-
mitting hypothetical crimes of witchcraft and wizardry; and

Whereas, Wild accusations and hysterical prosecutions for these
imaginary crimes were not uncommon to the country, the world,
or the times, none-the-less, the incidents at Salem, Massachusetts,
were so foul and illegal as to nag the conscience of civilized people
everywhere ever since; and

Whereas, Before arraignment and trial in a scandalously illegiti-
mate Pontius Pilate court, the Salem victims were summarily
stripped of good name and earthly estate; their good names being
forfeit to the devil, their poor estates being confiscated by his

fpolitical helpers in the service of crown and province; and
Whereas, The guilt of the victims was imputed without due legal

process, and largely on the say-so of a diabolic and unconstitutional
star chamber of political witch finders, and thereby denied the
birthright that was the heritage of all Englishmen; and

Whereas, Following the most irregular and inhuman inquisitions
the victims were damned at travesty trials, and barbarically im-
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prisoned, or judiciously murdered, by duly accredited representa-
tives of the British crown and the Massachusetts province govern-
ment ; and

Whereas, Contrary to all civilized law, before or since, guilt was
established” by spectral, or make-believe, evidence, and on the

hysterical testimony of confessed liars, some witty, some witless
and

Whereas, The costs of arrest, confinement, trial and execution
of sentence were almost entirely assessed on the “witches”, or
their estates, payable in advance, and in some instances, at the
impoverishment of family, friends or neighbors; and

Whereas, The insult of imputed guilt was aggravated by the
imposition of added injury to the “witches,” in the form of un-
precedented indignities, in the name of crown and province; and

Whereas, Court fees and costs were arbitrarily and excessively
increased for the so-called “witch” trials, there is basis for belief
that the purpose of the prosecution was to exploit the prisoners
rather than weigh their guilt or innocence; and

Whereas, The black attainder of “witchcraft,” illegally imposed
on the “witches,” was, through a diabolical philosophy of guilt
by association, imputed to their kith and kin, presumably forever;
and

Whereas, Thus pronounced civiliter mortuus, or legally dead, the
“witches” and their kith and kin, were subject to loss of all civil,
political and property rights for the remainder of their natural
lives, and placed at the untender mercies of avaricious adventurers;
and

Whereas, The crime of “witchcraft” was a heretical sin against
canon law its prosecution was normally the province of the estab-
lished church, rather than civil authorities; and

Whereas, At that sad time, and in all British domain the prose-
cuting authority of the established church was vested personally
and exclusively in the British crown, not in royal governors, or
colonial legislatures, or even the British parliament; and

Whereas, Since the illegal “witch” courts at Salem and elsewhere,
were created by royal Governor Phips, on his own initiative, with-
out consent of the legislature, or pursuant to the royal charter, or
British civil or canon law, the trespass on royal prerogative is fur-
ther accentuated; and

Whereas, In any event, neither the province governor nor the
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province legislature was empowered to establish special courts,
unless specifically authorized by crown or charter, condemnation
or exoneration of the “witches” was clearly beyond the scope of
delegated powers; and

Whereas, Only the crown could deal with such presumptive
challenge or transgressions on royal prerogative, as “witch craft,”
neither the province governor nor the province legislature was
competent to sit in judgment on cases which only the crown could
properly adjudicate; and

Whereas, There is considerable affirmative evidence, and none
known contrary, that no proper accounting of confiscated “witch”
estates was ever made to crown or province authorities; and

Whereas, This lack of proper accounting to anyone by the
“witch” persecutors would seem to compound their villainy, since
it indicates that the forfeitures and seizures were political em-
bezzlement, or worse; and

Whereas, This knowing injustice done the “witches” in the name
and under the aegis of the British crown and the Massachusetts
province government is without legal sanction or legislative pre-
cedent in British or colonial jurisprudence, and the wrong has never
been vindicated; and

Whereas, The brutal treatment accorded prisoners in Massachu-
setts “witch” trials was contrary to all Anglo-Saxon law, custom
or tradition, and seemingly a callous crime; and

Whereas, It is an ancient accepted maxim of universal law and
equity that masters are accountable for flagrantly illegal acts done
by servants in the normal course of employment; the more so when
said unlawful acts are done with the masters’ tacit knowledge and
consent; and

Whereas, Neither the British nor succeeding American govern-
ment can avoid a portion of the increasing degradation which re-
sults from suppressing, or permitting to be suppressed, the full
story of the two hundred and sixty-four-year-old crime committed
against the “witches” in Massachusetts; and

Whereas, Since justice is, or should be, the proper concern of
all men on earth, and since knowledge implies consent, neither
Britain nor the United States can escape shame for the unabsolved,
unexpiated, therefore continuing, crime against common decency;
and

Whereas, The wanton and flagrant illegality of the infamous
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Massachusetts “witch” courts is conceded and abhorred by the
peoples of Britain and the United States, but this concession and
abhorring are not reflected in the government policies of either
country; and

Whereas, A great moral principle has gone begging in the politi-
cal tumult and confusion, each government contending that the
other has exclusive responsibility and jurisdiction to right the
wrong done the “witches,” with the ironical result that nothing
concrete is done by either; and

Whereas, Some sporadic attempts have been made by several
Massachusetts legislatures since seventeen hundred to exonerate
certain selected “witches,” these efforts are so obviously inadequate
and authorized as to suggest political face-saving, or worse; and

Whereas, British lawmakers maintain that final responsibility
has rested with the Massachusetts commonwealth, or the United
States government, since seventeen hundred and eighty-three, if
not earlier; and

Whereas, Massachusetts legislators retort that only the British
crown could, or can, properly exonerate the “witches,” since il-
legality of the “witch” courts was a violation of British royal
prerogative rather than colonial legislative authority; and

Whereas, The illegal persecution of the “witches” in Massachu-
setts was primarily a trespass on royal prerogative, by virtue of
religious implications, and only secondarily a transgression on civil
authority, British or American; and

Whereas, The doctrine of prior jurisdiction is almost universally
accepted as good law, it follows that lesser courts cannot infringe
on the jurisdiction of greater courts, and that the Massachusetts
“witch” court findings could not be validated or annulled by any
other tribunal than the British crown itself; and

Whereas, There was no validation or annulment of the “witch”
court findings by the British crown up to establishment of the
United States, or since, no corrective action enacted by any colonial
or commonwealth legislature could conceivably have any force or
effect, or be absorbed legally into American jurisprudence; and

Whereas, All previous attempts by Massachusetts legislators
to undo, entirely or in part, the iniquitous injustice of the bestial
“witch” courts, or elsewhere in Massachusetts, have foundered on
these legal reefs; namely, conflicting claims of authority, or lack
thereof; and
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Whereas, Human nature is such that neither Britain nor the
United States can be expected, unilaterally, to claim the shameful
glory of having defiled and desecrated the tom and bleeding carcass
of justice, through illegal persecution of the “witches”; and

Whereas, Unless decisive and appropriate action is taken here
and now to loosen or slice the Gordian knot of continuing perse-
cution of “witches” in Massachusetts, the aimless babble of legal-
istic gobbledygookians may prevail ad infinitum, and shame us
forever; and

Whereas, Unless justice is done in our day, when a spirit of
neighborly understanding encompasses the earth, the “witches”
may have to wait on judgment day for liberation from their illegal
limbo of the illegally damned; and

Whereas, The moving spirit of British and American jurispru-
dence, and the inherent desire for fair play by both nations, require
that speedy justice be done, to the end that right shall prevail; and

Whereas, Each additional instant of delay adds infinitely to the
eternal shame of both countries, for justice delayed is justice de-
nied; and where the law loses face, the people lose liberty; and

Whereas, Continued mutual blindness in high places to the cause
of the murdered Massachusetts people tends to disparage and de-
grade both Britain and the United States; and

Whereas, Justice late is better than justice never, and since all
the world, in these trying times of global disquiet and mistrust,
needs sorely the stimulating tonic of international good example,
it behooves us all now to translate noble thoughts to noble deeds;
and

Whereas, Britons and Americans are reasonable beings, and the
soul of honor, this whole matter could, and should be deliberated
intelligently and resolved fairly, possibly at the foreign minister
level, or through United Nations auspices; and

Whereas, Justice is, or should be, one of man’s greatest concerns
on earth, the collaboration of her majesty’s British government
and the government of the United States to liberate the Massachu-
setts “witches” from the illegal limbo of unjust damnation would
be a worthy project and saintly ambition; and be it further

Resolved, That the great and general court of Massachusetts
take official cognizance of the great injustice done the “witches”
in sixteen hundred and ninety-two and sixteen hundred and ninety-
three; and be it further
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Resolved, That all necessary and possible legislative steps be
taken to liberate the state’s “witch” dead from their illegal limbo;
and be it further

Resolved, That, to this purpose, the assembled general court of
Massachusetts memorialize the government of the United States
for such action, legal or diplomatic, as may be necessary to pro-
mote an international meeting of minds on this subject too long
delayed; and be it further

Resolved, That the government of the United States be memo-
rialized by proper petition to the congress of the United States;
and be it further

Resolved, That copies of any resolution so enacted be forwarded
by the secretary of the commonwealth to the British consul at
Boston; the British ambassador at Washington; the leaders of
the British and American delegations to the United Nations or-
ganization; the secretary general of the United Nations organiza-
tion; and the congress of the United States; and be it further

Resolved, That the blessings of the Almighty befall those who
join me in this good fight, and inspire them to advocate the cause
of the murdered Massachusetts “witches” in accents of irresistible
eloquence and syllables of unassailable logic, to the end that suffi-
cient justice be done to appease, in some measure, the nagging
conscience of civilized peoples everywhere.
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